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Annual Report 2018

The Dean’s Report as Chairman
of the Chester Cathedral Chapter
A place of welcomes
My arrival and installation as Dean of Chester on
8 September 2018 was accompanied by a public welcome
that suggested a cathedral well connected with its local
community and held with much affection. That is indeed
what I have discovered to be the case in the months
since. The staff and management at Chester Cathedral do
an excellent job and can be proud of the way they make
this the vibrant and wonderful place it is. The cathedral’s
Governing bodies, headed up by the Chapter, have also
done sterling work in support and oversight. Leadership
has, however, been harder to discern and locate. During
autumn 2018 we have established a Cathedral Leadership
Team which I chair as Dean. It sits between the cathedral’s
management structures and governing bodies aiming to be
responsive to management and to ensure clear reporting
to governance.
In its first six months the Leadership Team has prepared
for a strategic planning process and joined members of
the governing bodies for a two-day residential meeting.
The resulting Purpose Statement is being embedded and
the Strategic Objectives are currently being refined. These
will be used to generate a five-year development plan
for publication in September 2019. This is bringing clarity
to the cathedral’s discernment about how to allocate
resources and focus energies.

CHESTER CATHEDRAL WILL FOLLOW CHRIST THROUGH
DISCOVERY, ENCOUTNER AND FAITH.
One of the challenges for those who are core to this
cathedral is how to worship and find opportunity for
spiritual growth in a church that is a tourist attraction.
We estimate that the footfall here is around one million
people per year. The Leadership Team is keen to encourage
a culture of non-anxious presence that gives space and
opportunity for many visitors to enter the cathedral on
their own terms, discover its numinosity, encounter its
people and connect with their spirituality. The cathedral
community is learning how to live with the openness and
porosity that this missional intention requires.
The Church of England’s record in ensuring the safeguarding
of children and vulnerable adults and its response to
victims of abuse pose a challenge to all of its leaders
including Cathedral Chapters. Today’s Chapter at Chester
Cathedral takes this responsibility very seriously. Over
the course of 2018 we have set aside resources to pay a
dedicated Cathedral Safeguarding Officer who started
work in January 2019. A Cathedral Safeguarding Action Plan
is being established and this will include the formation of
a Cathedral Safeguarding Panel with a senior independent
chair. A systematic training programme for staff and
volunteers is currently being rolled out. We are looking
forward to an audit of this work at the end of 2019
which we hope will provide the inspiration for further
improvement.

The Very Revd
Dr Tim Stratford

The Dean’s Report as Chairman
of the Chester Cathedral Chapter, continued...
Finance headlines
Our general financial position at the end of 2018 was in
line with the Chapter’s expectations. Income generated
by the shop, the Refectory and through donations is
proportional to footfall and this was slightly down on 2017.
This is largely accounted for by the ARK exhibition which
generated a significant number of visitors last year and it
highlights the importance of tourism to support our
wider mission.

These include 8 Abbey Square being brought back into
use and refurbishment of the frontages to 5, 7 & 9 Abbey
Street. The Deanery at 7 Abbey Street also benefitted
from interior refurbishment during the interregnum. There
has been some turnover of tenancies on Northgate Street.
The Chapter is pleased with the quality and range of
businesses that now contribute to this increasingly vibrant
place. Rental income is demonstrating a corresponding
improvement.

The cathedral’s historic debts and pension deficit continue
to be a burden that the Chapter is keen to reduce. The
Chapter is keen to address this but we need to balance
this aspiration against spending on maintenance of the
cathedral and estate in order to avoid a spiral of reduced
property income, loss of amenity and rising liabilities.

We continue planning for the remaining void properties
to be brought back into use in the near future. Works
will begin during 2019 on 10-11 Abbey Square and the
four houses on Abbey Green to restore and convert the
buildings for use by the Abbey School for Exceptional
Children funded by a rental discount over a period up of
up to twenty years.

Estate

Cathedral Fabric

The cathedral estate provides an important source of
regular income through tenancies and lettings. This has
benefitted from good management over the past four
years. The Chapter continues in its commitment to invest
well in the estate properties to maximise this benefit in the
coming years.

The cathedral church and monastic buildings are the heart
of our material responsibilities and many regard them
as the jewel in Chester’s crown. The quality and heritage
values of the fabric means that its maintenance and
development is costly and weighty. In the course of 2018
the cathedral community has:

There have been some real improvements to estate
properties in 2018. They provide a long-term income
benefit and add hugely to the appeal of the cathedral
estate and its contribution to its city centre setting.

•

Raised £100k towards an estimated £1m work on
the organ

•

Replaced the most regularly used nave seating with
lighter chairs that enhance space and reduce verger
chairing times between events

The Dean’s Report as Chairman
of the Chester Cathedral Chapter, continued...
•

Partnered with Chester University to replace the old
nave plinth with a new and extensive set of flexible
stage platforms

•

Improved the CCTV system

•

Replaced the Refectory counter and chairs

At the end of the year a competitive selection process was
completed to identify a designer for new nave furniture.
This will replace the tables and chairs currently used for
the clergy and for the celebration of Holy Communion. It
will also accommodate the choir. Luke Hughes has now
accepted an offer to take this on and will be working with
a commissioning group towards designs being produced
during 2019.
Work has also begun to develop a strategic plan for the
development of the building over the next ten years
including significant improvements to the entrance and
visitor reception arrangements, development of the
Chapter House for small events, fine dining and exhibitions,
masonry repair and fire protection.
Cathedral in the community
It is apparent that Chester Cathedral is an important
feature in the landscape of the city and region. It is
important as the mother church for the Diocese of
Chester, as a destination and attraction for visitors to the
City of Chester, as a centre for culture and the arts, as a
venue and as a body that offers service and prophetic
challenge to society.

Developing partnerships that draw together many allies
in these fields has been identified by the Leadership Team
and Chapter as a priority. The cathedral appears to be
knocking on an open door and we are looking forward to
finding what emerges with the synergies in prospect.
With my thanks to the army of partners, volunteers and
staff for all of the work and support they have given
over the past year. Many could have been named in the
summary above if space would have allowed.
Very Revd Dr Tim Stratford
Dean of Chester
May 2019

Canon Missioner Report
Canon Jane Brooke was appointed Canon Missioner
and Vice Dean in January 2019. The role of Canon
Missioner covers a number of areas of cathedral life:
Education and Learning:
2018 saw the continuation of the popular Pilgrim
Week, Holocaust Memorial Day activity and Christian
Controversies Sixth Form Conference, alongside a regular
pattern of educational visits. The cathedral also hosted a
very well-attended series of science and faith lectures on
which it hopes to build during 2019.
In 2018-9 the lay Benedictine community led six monthly
sessions on Benedictine prayer. It was attended by people
locally and in the wider Diocese. There will be the
opportunity to continue the Benedictine evenings in prayer
and Lectio Divina in the autumn of 2019.
The library continues to be managed by a strong team of
volunteers, who have developed a programme of topical
exhibitions and host pre-booked visitors from groups. The
exhibition and talks on Charles Kingsley have been very
well received by those attending the Bible talks and visiting
church congregations.
Following Helen Barber’s move to become the Cathedral
Safeguarding Officer, Jennifer Stratford was successful in
her application to become the new Education Officer.
The cathedral is forging new links with the university
and plans to deliver part of the student courses in the
cathedral. For the first time, the Education Department
in partnership with a local school, offered a professional
development course, externally funded, for Primary
Teachers.

Outreach and welcome:
Canon Jane continues to maintain close links with a wide
variety of city and regional organisations including the
Street Pastors, Chester Mystery Plays, Chester Visual
Arts, Chester University Theological Society, the Link Up
prayer meetings, Chester Voluntary Action, the City of
Sanctuary Board, and is a member of the Truth and Poverty
Commission for 2019.
Diocese:
Canon Jane works closely with the Diocese and is a
member of the Transforming Lives Together board and the
Committee for Social Responsibility and takes part in a
variety of other initiatives and projects.
Arts:
The promotion of the contemporary arts remains a
significant part of the cathedral’s constitution and this has
been demonstrated during 2018 through the hosting of a
number of exhibitions and installations.
The cathedral was also pleased to welcome Nicki Bennett
as Poet in Residence from June 2018. The new role of Artist
in Residence was also introduced with Aleta Doran, a
mosaicist who works in the cathedral on Fridays.

Canon Jane Brooke

Worship and Prayer
Canon Jeremy Dussek
Canon Precentor

The main focus of the cathedral’s Strategic Plan is to host
special services for the city, Diocese and region; these have
continued to increase and in 2018 included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installation of the Dean (September)
Foundations for Ministry Service (September)
New format for Readers and Pastoral Workers (October)
All Souls (November)
Judges Legal Service with Bishop James Jones (November)
Three special Remembrance Services to mark the
Centenary of the Armistice (November)
Amparo Service (November)
Advent Procession (December)
Blessing of Trees and special carol service for Hospice
of the Good Shepherd (December) in addition to a full
Christmas Festival of Services and Events (December)

Elsewhere in the cathedral
After the Mystery Plays finished in July, a new movable Dais
replaced the longstanding (unsatisfactory) platform; this
allows a greater flexibility for liturgical use in the Nave. This
will be part of a continued experiment that lasts until 2021.
New configurations of seating have been developed for
special services, following the introduction of new chairs
in the Nave. The removal of clutter has opened up spaces
throughout the cathedral and allowed a greater number of
people to have a direct view of worship for services such
as ordinations.

In October a competition was held to appoint a liturgical
designer for the new Nave furniture. Luke Hughes from
London was the successful candidate and is a former
Chorister at Salisbury Cathedral. He fully understands what
cathedrals are about and has been commissioned to work
on projects in 25 of them. A small team has been appointed
to develop the brief and funding has been secured thanks
to the Friends of Chester Cathedral. New furniture will
hopefully be introduced in 2021/2.
The Lady Chapel has been renewed with altar frontal and
reshaping of the chairs.
Dorothy King has taken on the role of Intercessor and
Reader Co-ordinator alongside the contributions of Angela
Brodbelt (Sidespeople), Louise Fedrick (Servers), Jean
Markham (Chalice), Paul Stockbridge (Proof Reading).
A really big thanks to all of them who support myself and
Chris Jones.

Music
Philip Rushforth
Director of Music

The Cathedral Choir recorded a CD of anthems in the New
Year on the Priory label. Since its release, it has garnered
extremely good reviews in several national journals. Marc
Rochester said of this CD that “With such excellent singing,
Philip Rushforth’s superlative direction, some fabulous
organ playing and a splendid recorded sound, this is a highly
recommended release. However, bearing in mind that it
is highly likely that even the most dedicated followers of
English cathedral music will find something revelatory here
which they have not experienced before, it is an absolute
must-have for any lover of English cathedral music”.
Soon afterwards, preparations for a performance of J S
Bach’s masterpiece St John Passion began in earnest. On
Good Friday the Cathedral Choir sang this wonderful work
with a professional orchestra and soloists to an audience
which numbered 600. In April, the Choir Support Group
hosted a fundraising Ceilidh in the Refectory and the next
day the boys and men of the choir sang with Manchester
and Liverpool Cathedral Choirs as part of choral evensong in
Liverpool Cathedral.

During the summer, the Choir Organ was removed and fully
restored by David Wells with funds from the Grand Organ
Appeal. It is now sounding as well as it has ever done.
In November, the Cathedral Choir had the privilege of
singing with the orchestra of St John’s, Smith Square,
directed by John Lubbock. Singing to a packed Nave, the
performance of Gabriel Fauré’s Requiem gave very special
meaning to the 100th anniversary of the armistice of the
First World War. Christmas, as usual, was a very busy time
for the choir and included two concerts, the usual Christmas
services and the traditional services of Nine Lessons and
Carols. Two choristers, Peter Evans and Edward Dawson,
sang as part of a live soundtrack to the film The Snowman
that was shown to capacity audiences in the cathedral.
On Christmas Day the music was further enhanced by the
orchestral accompaniment of Haydn’s delightful Missa
Sancti Nicolai which was certainly enjoyed by all those who
heard it.

The running of the Saturday Singing Club continues to be
led by deputy Lay Clerk Tim McLachlan who inspires the
An all Bach programme recorded by Organist and Director of children to sing and hopefully produce some potential
Music, Philip Rushforth, on the cathedral organ for the Priory recruits for the choir. I am pleased that some of our older
label, was released on CD again receiving excellent reviews.
girl choristers are also actively involved with the club and
In July we said farewell to Assistant Organist, Rachel Mahon, this shows real commitment to the present and future music
who left us to live in Warwick with her husband Oliver.
making at the cathedral. Throughout the year, the Cathedral
Rachel will continue in her work as Assistant Director of
Nave Choir, directed by Assistant Director of Music, Andrew
Music at Coventry Cathedral.
Wyatt, also contributed much to the worshipping life of the
cathedral. They enjoyed a very special year in 2018 having
celebrated the 150th Anniversary of their founding.

Education
Helen Barber
Education Officer (2018)

2018 has been another busy year in
the life of the Cathedral Education
Department.
The Cathedral Strategic Plan 2017-2019
embraced a proposal to make Chester
Cathedral a ‘Child Friendly Cathedral’.
The Education Department is involved
in implementing all things child related
eg. developing a new children’s trail,
funded by the Friends of Chester
Cathedral which began in 2017.
“Discover Chester Cathedral (Definitely
Not For Adults)” is now complete and
has been on sale in the Welcome area
since June.
In February 2017, Helen Barber recieved
a Farmington Scholarship from
Manchester Harris College Oxford. This
was a 30 day secondment to develop
Christian resources based on some of
the Core Christian Concepts (such as
Incarnation, Salvation and Creation) for
school children to enjoy when visiting
the cathedral.

WE’RE SOCIAL

The secondment has been completed,
workshops have been introduced
and trialled and Helen presented her
work and findings to tutors, to the
Farmington Conference in
June 2018 as well as to one Bible talk
group here at Chester Cathedral.
Workshops and Trails:
We continue an ongoing response to
the needs and requests of schools –
devising trails and activities on themes
such as Incarnation, Salvation, Creation
Holocaust Memorial Day: Our Annual
Key Stage 3 Conference – working in
partnership with the Local Authority,
Sacre, and Holocaust Education Trust
- saw 120 students visit to listen to
Joanna Milan, a holocaust survivor,
recount her story and then to engage
with a variety of workshops focussing
on Corrie Ten Boom and Anne Frank.

Facebook: facebook.com/chestercathedral

Twitter: @ChesterCath

Christian Controversies Conference:
The Annual GCSE and A Level RE
Revision Conference welcomed
around 100 students to hear the
keynote speech given by Steve Baker
on “Working Towards Community
Cohesion” and to then engage with
seminars on subjects such as Sanctity
of Life, Restorative Justice, Faith &
Science, Existence of God.
Canon Chancellor Award 2018:
An annual schools’ competition where
schools’ submit entries from their
RE lessons for a Cathedral Canon
Chancellor Awards. The award caters
for all ages and SEN Education and
in 2018 received entries from many
schools. The Awards were presented
by Canon Jane, Acting Dean of Chester
Cathedral.
Annual Pilgrim Week:
Pilgrim week was attended by 31
Primary schools, an average 200
children per day. This huge endeavour
is only possible because of the help
and contribution made by up to 30
volunteers across the week.

Instagram: chester_cathedral

chestercathedral.com

Education, continued...
Helen Barber
Education Officer (2018)

Numbers of children visiting the
Education Department at the cathedral
have increased gradually year-on-year
but in 2018 showed a small decrease.
This may be explained by the reduction
in time spent on Education due to a
Safeguarding secondment. The number
of children visiting the cathedral
through admissions as general visitors
has also shown a decrease (hence the
proposal to make the cathedral child
friendly and the need to continue to
ensure a warm welcome).

The Education Trust exists to support
the work of the Education Department
by raising funds to invest to secure an
income to guarantee the future of a
Cathedral Education Officer.

Visits to the Cathedral Education
Department:

From April, Helen was seconded for a
day per week to head up the
Safeguarding work at the cathedral and
specifically to facilitate the delivery
of safeguarding training to all staff and
volunteers.

Jan-Dec 2015
Jan-Dec 2016
Jan-Dec 2017
Jan-Dec 2018

7,859
8,081
11,006
10,166

The major thrust of this is seen through
the fantastic LEGO model of the
cathedral. Helen Barber has been
overseeing the LEGO project in the
short term and was ably assisted
by Martin Barber who took on the
management of the project from April.

Children visitors to the Cathedral
(through admissions):
Jan-Dec 2015
Jan-Dec 2016
Jan-Dec 2017
Jan-Dec 2018

23,843
27,014
23,955
17,659
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Exhibitions
Sue Petranca
Exhibitions Manager

1 February - 1 March 2018
Our Colour Reflection by Liz West in
the Chapter House
Liz West, who has displayed in the
Saatchi Gallery, creates vivid
environments that mix luminous colour
and radiant light. Working across a
variety of mediums, West aims to
provoke a heightened sensory
awareness in the viewer through her
works. She is interested in exploring
how sensory phenomena can invoke
psychological and physical responses
that tap into our own deeply
entrenched relationships to colour.
Liz West has gone on from Chester
to have installations in Paddington
Central, Dubai, Paris and Milan.
10 - 30 May
A Serene Space by Matt Sherratt in the
Chapter House
This was a new body of work specially
created for the Chapter House.
Sherratt’s aim for Serene Space was to
have a calming and reflective quality;
a space for the viewer to have a quiet
moment.
WE’RE SOCIAL

Many commented on how the work
was so spectacular in this space and
how the modern art work juxtaposed
against the ancient space yet
complemented each other making
a fascinating combination. The
exhibition was hosted in conjunction
with Chester Visual Arts.
The Serene Space launch event was
received positively. The cathedral has
hosted many evenings such as this
from when we started exhibitions in
2014. However, this evening seemed
to work particularly well. This was
mainly due to the targeted audience,
created from the last couple of years’
experience from Golgotha through to
ARK. This was demonstrated by the
large number of people that attended
and the number of questions they
asked the artist .

A Serene Space

The exhibition was covered in Cheshire
Life and Ceramic Review.

Facebook: facebook.com/chestercathedral

Salt, Lime and Me
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Exhibitions, continued...
Sue Petranca
Exhibitions Manager

11 - 22 April
Salt Lime and Me
Sculptures by Colin Spofforth
We were very lucky to have these
pieces here at the cathedral before
they went to their permanent home
in Northwich. Colin is a local artist
and has been working in community
art for over 25 years. They were made
of bronze and were commissioned
privately.
The sculptures commemorate the site
in Northwich where salt and lime used
to be combined to make salt ash, which
is why they appeared to be coming out
of the ground as does the salt and
the lime.
Thought provoking and challenging,
Spofforth’s sculptures encouraged the
viewer to pause and interpret the
collection.
The quiet contemplation of the
sculptures connected beautifully, with
the fabric of the medieval Cathedral.

WE’RE SOCIAL

21 - 31 May
Edsential
This exhibition displayed Art and
Design projects for foundation, Key
Stage 1 and Key Stage pupils and their
teachers. It involves artists and
educators working with pupils to
produce high quality art work in
support of the curriculum and enables
children to see their art in a gallery
type environment. We are very pleased
to support Edsential and look forward
to working with them in the future.
29 August - 25 September
War & Peace by Cheshire Artist’s
Network
War & Peace marked the cessation of
hostilities of WW1 and celebrated the
coming of peace, allowing artists to
show some previous work and to add
to it with more joyful images within the
legacy of the war. We also displayed
‘The Fallen’ by the children of Hoole,
along with the ‘Pity of War’ sculpture
kindly lent to us from Lichfield
Cathedral.

Facebook: facebook.com/chestercathedral

Twitter: @ChesterCath

8 October – 12 October
Journey into Light
Journey Into Light was a very moving
exhibition and was produced by
working with our Criminal Justice
Group, to tell the stories of prisoners
using Art, poetry, and floral work. All
the work was created by prisoners
within the Chester Diocese prisons of
Styal and Thorn Cross.
Through our activity this year, we learnt
that we are able to offer a small, yet
interesting and a diverse selection of
exhibitions for very little cost.
The Exhibition Department costs came
in £9,000 better than budget.
These exhibitions do not attract large
audiences as the large events do,
but they do add value to the visitor
experience and encourage local people
to return to the cathedral.

Instagram: chester_cathedral
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Visitor Welcome
Chloe Cheadle
Visitor Operations Manager

The Visitor Welcome team welcomed 267,353 visitors to the
cathedral and generated £357,780 in donations.
Without a major exhibition in the summer visitor numbers
were considerably lower than 2017, but the team worked
hard to generate more donation income despite this.

Fuze Research:
Here’s a brief snapshot of our 2018 Fuze Metrics:
Our visitors:
19% were under 35 years of age
34% were aged 35-54 years of age
47% were over 55 years of age

Over the Christmas Tree Festival we welcomed 36,478
visitors and generated £37,871 in donations – a slight increase
on the previous year, despite a decline in visitor numbers.
20% were from Cheshire
23% were from elswhere in the north west
Volunteer guides led 5,187 visitors on free guided tours of
38% were from elsewhere in the UK
the cathedral over the course of the year, and another 1,704 19% were from overseas
visitors on private, pre-booked tours.
58% hadn’t visited before
The tower stewards sold 5,245 tickets for Cathedral at
Height tours, totalling £34,506. Tours were slightly affected Main reason for visiting:
by the Chester Mystery Plays during the summer, but
27% “It’s a must-see attraction”
otherwise ran consistently throughout the year and received 19% “spur of the moment”
many glowing reviews on TripAdvisor.
18% “It’s the thing to do when visiting the city”
15% “for a specific event”
Their experience:
62% of visitors asked rated their overall experience
as ‘excellent’
77% said they donated.
72% said they donated £4 or more
WE’RE SOCIAL
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Gift Shop
Laure Read
Gift Shop Manager

In 2018 the Gift Shop continued to offer a valuable and
unique experience for all visitors coming to visit Chester
Cathedral, striving to be far more than just a ‘traditional’
cathedral gift shop. We have a unique retail space with one
of the finest collections of gifts and books in the city.
The success of the gift shop is the result of time, dedication,
hard work and knowledge to find the right stock to make
it the success that it is. Experience and knowledge of retail
boosted by our Christian faith has given us an advantage to
serve the Cathedral well.
We are not a “branch” from a retail chain, we are an
independent retailer and as such every single item is
sourced, checked and assessed for suitability within our
Christian environment .

We sourced truly unique gifts from afar, but from close
to home too, always mindful of our footprint impact and
making sure that in some instance we are supporting little
Christian communities. For example we have a new range
of beautiful gifts from the Ukraine which not only support
Christian women from a small village but also helps us to
remain unique in the gift retail environment of Chester. We
also support exclusive British designers and manufacturing.
Greeting cards and postcards printed in the UK, porcelain
mugs from Stoke-on-Trent and even honey from Chester
Cathedral to name but a few.
We are now present on E-Bay and trialling a dedicated
Facebook Page and Twitter account.

In 2018 the shop sold 96,974 items, including 10,571 books!
(an average of 29 books per day).
We are open for 363 days out of 365 (closing only on Good
Friday and Christmas day).
We have introduced new bespoke gift lines, taking into
account that European travellers flying into the UK with
budget airlines tend to rely on cabin luggage only and do
not have room for large souvenirs.

WE’RE SOCIAL
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Falconry and Nature Gardens
Kieren Morrison
Falconry Manager

2018 was a fantastic year for the Falconry, with over 18,000
visitors coming in to meet our animals. As a result of lots
of positive visitor feedback, we achieved the number two
ranking of ‘things to do in Chester’ and maintained our
number five ranking of ’things to do in Cheshire’ on Trip
Advisor.
The centre underwent several changes, including a change in
management.
Our ferrets got an upgrade to their enclosure, with a new
larger hutch. This means they have more space to roam and
climb, which is great for both the ferrets, and the visitors
who get to watch them.

Finally, we were also joined by Madeline Shellcock, who
has been a great addition to both our team and the Visitor
Welcome team. She is always ‘smiley-faced’ to greet our
customers at the entrance kiosk, and often presents talks
about our ferrets, Lucky and Biscuit.
Over the summer, history came alive as we were joined
by the Vikings in Chester re-enactment group. Out on
the Dean’s Field they set up a Viking battle camp, which
included stalls displaying real Viking artefacts, and some live
demonstrations of Vikings battle techniques.

The artist Liz Ellis and her team came down over the
summer to present their exhibition, ‘Petals and Claws’, which
featured a painting of our Indian Eagle Owl, and a flower
We said goodbye to Grace the Golden Eagle, who moved on sculpture based on the talons of our Barn Owl, Boj. The
to her new home at Green Dragon Rare Breeds and Eco Farm, exhibition was very popular, and even gave children the
but also added a new member to our flying team, Russell the chance to test their own artistic skills and make some clay
Harris Hawk. Russell is a young, friendly and very chatty bird ornaments of their own.
who is always a crowd favourite on our flying displays, and
often flies alongside our older Harris Hawk, Rio.
George the young bearded dragon also joined our team. He’s
very friendly little lizard who enjoys a good sunbathe and a
crunchy cricket. He is regularly part of our ‘meet the reptiles’
sessions.

WE’RE SOCIAL
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Financial Summary

Income
Worship and Music
Fabric and Endowments
Education
Administrations and Governance
Trading Activities

2018

2017

466,840
807,381
30,568
129,827
1,699,123

363,488
892,902
31,991
94,622
1,858,030

3,133,739

3,241,033

809,201
859,308
58,325
252,270
1,142,710

519,933
1,019,860
59,677
313,238
1,539,508

3,121,814

3,452,216

11,925

(211,183)

Expenditure
Worship and Music
Fabric and Endowments
Education
Administrations and Governance
Trading Activities

Net Income/(expenditure)

Figures include Chester Cathedral Enterprises Limited but exclude other associated Trusts

Mission Group
Jane Jones

The Mission group continues to thrive and goes from
strength to strength. This year we supported our link
parishes in Russia and Malawi, the charity USPG, the
cathedral’s Education Department and Sunday School,
the West Cheshire Foodbank and Christian Aid, together
with the diocesan links in the Democratic Republic of
Congo and Melanesia.

Mission work is a standing item in the monthly cathedral
newsletter and representatives of the various good causes
take turns to update the congregation about their own areas
of responsibility. Representatives are:

We raised almost £5,500 through a busy programme of
events, split between Malawi, Russia, USPG and Education.
Christian Aid has its own successful fundraising programme
and the Foodbank is well supported in the cathedral.
Plans are well under way for another visit to Russia in
August 2019, taking in St Petersburg, Kondopoga parish and
Moscow. It is being organised again through St Gregory’s
Foundation, and participants will have the chance to see St
Gregory’s projects in all three venues. Canon Jeremy Dussek
will be part of the group, and Father Lev and his team are
looking forward to seeing him again.

•
•
•
•
•

Chris and Jo Jones, Christian Aid and Malawi
Jane Jones, Kondopoga
Education, Jen Stratford, Education Officer
Christine Burkett, USPG
Rachel Kelly, Foodbank *

We are ever grateful for the time, effort and goodwill of the
many volunteers who support our work. Without them we
could not put on our active programme of work for those
less fortunate than ourselves in the wider world outside our
own church and community. ‘I was hungry and you gave me
food, I was thirsty and you gave me a drink, I was a stranger
and you welcomed me’ Matthew 25:35

* Rachel Kelly now has a new job and needs to hand over her Foodbank
responsibility to someone else. If anyone would like to take her place
in the group please see Canon Jane. (June 2019)
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JOIN US

on our journey
Chester Cathedral is many things to many people. Now, more than ever, you can join our community,
share our stories, explore our buildings, enjoy our culture and meet our team.
• Join us for worship – with services every day of the week, everyone is welcome to take part in
our mission and ministry
• Pay us a visit – we remain proud to be a free-to-enter cathedral and can always provide a
quiet space for contemplation
• Enjoy an event – with a dynamic music and culture programme in place, there’s always
something to inspire
• Discover our unique spaces – whether you are hosting a dinner, or looking for city-centre office
space, we can meet your needs
• Take a tour – take the family on an adventure to the top of our
tower on the Cathedral at Height tour, or join us for one of our seasonal tours, such as our
night-time Candlelit Tours
• Browse in our Shop or enjoy lunch in our thirteenth century Refectory Café
• Help us fundraise – the cathedral receives no regular government or Church of England
funding and costs in excess of £2 million a year to run, so every penny counts
• Volunteer - if you love the cathedral as much as we do and can spare a few hours each week,
we would love to hear from you
• Follow us online – visit our website, sign up for email updates or follow us on
Twitter: @ChesterCath and Instagram: Chester_Cathedral

Contact us:
Chester Cathedral, 9 Abbey Square, Chester CH1 2HU
Cathedral office:
01244 324756
Box office: 		
01244 500959
chestercathedral.com

